GLASS
Screens

Transparent innovation

Media Facades and Glass Screens
Our LEDCON glass screens form the perfect eye-catcher for shop window and in-store design. Animations and
videos arise virtually out of nothing and seem to float across the glass surface.
By offering 80% transparency the glass screen still enables a good view from outside into the shop window, as well
as enough daylight transmission into the shop itself, thus providing a comfortable daytime room lighting.
The installation of a LED glass screen is very simple. The individual glass screen modules are mounted to a free
standing unit directly behind the existing glass front through aluminum vertical profiles. The wiring for power
supply and signal line remains invisible hidden in the aluminum profiles.
For maintenance and service purposes LEDCON glass screens are designed completely modular, so they are easily
accessible from the rear.

Module Type G - S
 Transparency up to 80%
 Perfect for shop design, as a room divider or shopping window
 Non visible technology and wiring
 As well as free standing installation as window installation suitable
 Daylight suitable brightness up to 5000 cd/m²
 Convection cooling with fan less design

Transparent innovation

LED display
made by

LEDCON
Customer-focused project management, uncompromising quality of products, as well as
overall professional service entitle LEDCON
systems to one of the leading producers of
LED systems.
In recent years a powerful set of enterprises
from development to sales has grown on the
3500 m² company site. This cooperation ensures an extraordinary flexibility thus enabling even highly customized solutions.

experienced project managers guides you
along throughout the project as your single, personal addressee.
Our support concept comprises assistance
in visualisation matters, CAD based design,
calculation, matters of statics, sketches of
details and of course in the final installation
and setting into operation.
If required we additionally support you in
matters of administrative permission or
composition of relevant project data.

You plan an Out-Of-Home-Display, a Digital-Signage-Screen or an information banner at your point of sale - we manage any
environment and purpose of messages
via LED systems precisely shaped to your
individual concepts and needs. A globally
spread network of providers sets LEDCON
into a position to select the best suited
components for any imaginable LED display project and precisely shape according
to your imaginations.

LEDCON accompanies your project from
its first ideas to setting it into operation. No
time-consuming coordination of scattered
branches for you - one of our skilled and
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